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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with a novel type of hybrid motion system for construction machines based
on a common pressure rail shared between a hydromechanical power-split transmission and
secondary controlled work hydraulics. A construction machine with driveline and work functions
is a complex coupled motion system and the design of an effective hybrid system needs to take
both subsystems into account. Studies on energy efficient hybrid systems for construction
machines have hitherto principally focused on one subsystem at a time – work hydraulics or
driveline. The paper demonstrates a use case with a specific transmission concept proposal for
a medium-sized wheel loader. The system is modelled and simulated using an optimal energy
management strategy based on dynamic programming. The results show the benefits of a
throttle-free bidirectional link between the machine’s subsystems and the energy storage, while
taking advantage of the complex power flows of the power-split transmission.

Introduction
In an effort to reduce fuel consumption and increase
the productivity of construction machines new innovative motion systems and hybridisation are continuously
being investigated. In contrast to road vehicles, mobile
working machines have several power consumers, i.e.
machine functions, which must be considered in the
system design. The design of hybrid motion systems for
working machines is, in this sense, more challenging
than for road vehicles with only one primary power
consumer.
The wheel loader motion system consists of two parallel connected subsystems – driveline and work functions. The work functions and driveline commonly
operate simultaneously and in all four quadrants of
the force/speed diagram. There is also a tight coupling
between the subsystems, since they are both mechanically connected to the engine shaft and thus interact
during simultaneous operation. There is also an external coupling between the subsystems coming from the
bucket interaction on the load. Consequently, if only
one subsystem is targeted in the design of a new system concept the other might be negatively affected. A
motion system capable of transferring power between
the subsystems would, however, greatly improve the
energy efficiency and reduce the requirements on storing recuperated energy. In (Filla 2009) some of the
main subsystem interactions and operability aspects
are explained for typical wheel loader operating cycles.
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Different hybrid topologies are also discussed and classified in a matrix for driveline and work functions based
on the series, parallel and complex hybrid architectures.
This paper proposes a new hybrid motion system based
on secondary controlled hydraulic actuation and power-split technology.
Secondary controlled hydraulics
Secondary Controlled Systems (SCSs) are sometimes
suggested as promising solution for throttle-free motion
control. Secondary control has long been a research
topic, but the technology has demonstrated promising
results also in more recent publications, e.g. in Achten
(2008), Pettersson and Tikkanen (2009) and Heybroek
et al. (2012). In an SCS, the control is said to be moved
closer to the load side. Instead of modulating the
mechanical to hydraulic transformation on the supply
side of the system, modulation takes place at the load
side. The secondary controlled circuit often incorporates a hydraulic accumulator, resulting in the notion
of a ‘pressure coupling’ between the supply and load side
rather than a ‘flow coupling’. The pressure coupling takes
place in a common pressure rail (CPR) to which flow
is provided by the supply side. At the load side, flow is
either consumed or returned (recuperation). By nature,
SCSs are ideally suited for rotary loads, using displacement control of pump/motors. However, in applying
this technology to construction machines, secondary
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controlled linear-mechanic actuators are required. One
possible solution is the multi-chamber cylinder capable
of varying the effective cylinder area in a stepwise manner. Examples of studies where this solution is considered for use in construction machinery can be found in
Sipola et al. (2008) and Heybroek and Norlin (2015).
Power-split transmissions
Hydromechanical power-split transmissions are a powerful technology for heavy applications to achieve continuously variable transformation of rotational power with
high efficiency. A power-split transmission combines a
hydraulic variator with a mechanical power branch with
the use of planetary gears. Part of the power is thus transferred over the mechanical branch, which in general
has higher efficiency than a hydraulic power transfer.
By using clutches the variator can be reused in different
gear configurations to achieve higher power capacity and
wider torque/speed range. Multiple mode power-split
transmissions have for some time been state-of-the-art
for agricultural tractors (Renius and Resch 2005). The
technology has more recently been taken to material
handling equipment and construction machinery (Stein
et al. 2013). The main target for equipment manufacturers is to replace torque converter based transmissions
and thereby reduce power losses generated by slip in the
torque converter. A continuously variable transmission
also decouples the engine and wheel speed to enable
more efficient engine operating points.
Hydraulic hybrid power-split transmissions, often
referred to as ‘complex hybrids’, have attracted increasing
interest as they are seen as a viable alternative to series
and parallel hybrids. Complex hybrids offer both highly

efficient power transfer and engine-load decoupling at a
competitive cost level (Kumar and Ivantysynova 2011).

Hybrid concept
Previous studies on series hydraulic hybrids for construction machinery, e.g. Heybroek et al. (2012), Inderelst
et al. (2011) and Wei et al. (2013), have demonstrated
that CPR-based motion systems with secondary controlled functions have great potential in terms of energy
savings. Such systems allow for complete engine/load
decoupling and advantageous operating points for the
engine due to the high flexibility of the power management. Energy recuperation is possible for all machine
functions. Additionally, the CPR functionality enables
easy power transfer between the functions with minimal
power transformation between physical domains, since
all actuators are hydraulically driven. This is particularly
useful for machines with parallel actuated functions with
four quadrant load spectra, such as wheel loaders and
excavators.
A hydraulic hybrid motion system is here proposed
for a medium-sized wheel loader application. It consists
of a CPR and secondary controlled work functions combined with a secondary controlled power-split driveline.
This solution takes full advantage of the power-split
technology while achieving the series hybrid motion
system’s functionality, demonstrated in the aforementioned references. The secondary controlled work functions can be realised with different solutions, one being
a transformer-based system as shown in (Heybroek, et
al., 2012). Figure 1 shows the proposed concept studied
in this paper where the work functions are controlled by
multi-chamber cylinders.

Figure 1. Proposed hybrid motion system concept for a medium sized wheel loader.
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The driveline here consists of a partially continuously
variable transmission with two power-split modes (R1
and F1) and two ‘direct drives’ (F2 and F3) used for
transportation. The supply system, consisting of the
engine and the primary pump/motor PM1, supplies
the driveline and work functions with mechanical and
hydraulic power by controlling the CPR pressure. PM1
is also a part of the hydraulic variator in the power-split
transmission together with the secondary pump/motor,
PM2. Two pressure levels are used in the CPR, each connected to a hydraulic accumulator, where the high pressure accumulator is the main device for storing energy.
Besides increased capabilities to transfer energy between
the machine functions, this concept requires one pump/
motor less than hydraulic hybrid wheel loaders with separated subsystems, such as the system studied in (Wang,
et al., 2016).
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pressures are applied to which cylinder area. When all
four cylinder areas differ in size and the CPR contains
two pressure levels, the steady-state force combinations add up to 24 = 16 steps. The CPR pressure differential acting on the cylinder translates to a stepwise
variable cylinder output force. Directly mounted on the
four-chamber cylinder is a valve manifold containing
the necessary connections between its chambers and the
CPR, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The possibility to throttle between the steady-state
force steps allows for a more fine-grained force control.
The drawback of this control approach is naturally the
additional throttle losses that arise between the steps.
Control loss is nonetheless expected to be relatively
small, especially since accurate speed control is normally
needed only at low speeds where the flows are low.
Driveline

Work functions
The work functions in the hybrid concept are all actuated
by Variable Displacement Linear Actuators (VDLAs).
This technology was first introduced by Linjama et al.
(2009) and is based on a cylinder with four chambers
instead of two. The output force depends on which

The driveline is designed to take full advantage of the
power-split functionality at low machine speeds. In this
operating range, there is a complete decoupling of the
engine and the vehicle speed while maintaining a high
efficiency of the transmission. At higher speeds, the
direct drives are activated similar to the lock-up function

Figure 2. Steady-state force outputs for the four-chamber cylinder connected to the CPR through a valve manifold (Heybroek &
Norlin, 2015).

Figure 3. Principle of the driveline operation.
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Figure 4. Negative circulating power when work functions and driveline output positive power and pressure is kept constant. (a) The
circulating power is higher than the required power output of the work functions and the surplus power is fed back to the driveline.
(b) The circulating power is lower than the required power output of the work functions and PM1 supplies the remaining power.

Figure 5. Full mechanical point when work functions and
driveline output positive power and SOC is kept constant.

Figure 6. Additive power flow when work functions and
driveline output positive power and SOC is kept constant.

of today’s wheel loader transmissions. The power flows
in the transmission concept are shown schematically in
Figure 3.
At low speeds in the power-split mode (F1 and R1),
PM2 operates as a pump transmitting the power back to
the CPR. This operating phase is often called ‘negative

circulating’ power (Renius and Resch 2005). During this
phase, the efficiency of the power-split transmission is
generally low since energy is continuously lost in the
recirculation. In the proposed hybrid concept, however,
recirculating power is transferred to the CPR and may be
consumed by the work functions or the energy storage.
In effect, some or all of the recirculating power is never
fed back to PM1. Figure 4 shows two cases of negative
circulating power when the power consumption of the
work functions is positive.
In both cases, PM1 transmits less power than is
consumed by the work functions since PM2 supplies
some or all of the power. This has a positive effect on
the system efficiency when compared to a system with
separated subsystems. Furthermore, the sizing requirements on PM1 are also greatly reduced since the work
hydraulics are partially supplied by PM2. Coming back
to Figure 3, when increasing the speed of the machine
the angular speed of PM2 and the amount of hydraulic
power are reduced until the transmission reaches the
‘full mechanical point’ where PM2 is at standstill, see
Figure 5.
When the machine speed increases further the transmission enters the ‘additive’ phase where PM2 operates
as a motor transmitting power from the CPR to the planetary gear as shown in Figure 6.
At this phase PM1 supplies both work functions and
driveline with hydraulic power, which makes the power
demand high. However, since this phase occurs at a
higher speed range, full output power is not required for
the work functions. At higher machine speeds, the transportation modes, F2 and F3, are activated. The power is
then transmitted fully mechanically in the same manner
as at the full mechanical point in the power-split modes
(Figure 5). During the transportation modes PM2 is
completely disconnected. The driveline architecture
then fully corresponds to a parallel hybrid architecture
for both driveline and work functions, see Filla (2009).
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Figure 7. Example of control approach of the supply system.

Figure 8. Control approach of PM2 and the VDLAs (steering, boom and bucket).

Control aspects
In this section control aspects of the proposed concept
are briefly discussed and one control approach is suggested. Figure 7 shows a possible control implementation
for the supply system.
A high-level Energy Management Strategy (EMS)
determines the split between engine power and accumulator power. If the requested engine power is higher
than the demanded machine output power the Stateof-Charge (SOC) will increase and vice versa. Based
on the reference engine power, PICE, ref, the system pressure, pCPR, and the sun gear torque, Tsun, the optimal
engine speed and torque can be determined. This is a
non cycle-dependent optimisation which considers the
engine efficiency map as well as the efficiency of PM1. In
this example the engine is torque-controlled in an open
loop and PM1 is speed-controlled in a closed loop to
achieve the determined operating point. However, it is
also possible to switch tasks depending on the capabilities of the respective control unit.
Figure 8 shows possible control principles for PM2
and the VDLAs. In the power-split mode PM2 is
torque controlled from a reference tractive force, Fveh,
, demanded by the operator. This corresponds to the
ref
tractive force control conventionally preferred and used
in wheel loader powertrains. The work functions are
controlled to track a speed reference, vVDLA, ref, given
by the operator input. The speed, vVDLA, is controlled
in a closed loop by matching a suitable cylinder area

Figure 9. Shift sequence from F1 to F2.

setting, AVDLA, ref, to the reference force, FVDLA, ref. This is
a brief description on the control principle whereas more
detailed analysis on the control of multi-chambers cylinders can be found in for instance (Linjama et al. 2009).
The described approach above is much similar to
the three-level hierarchical control proposed in Li and
Mensing (2010) and Cheong et al. (2014). Here, the EMS
represents the high level, the control of the supply system represents the middle level and the actuator control
represents the low level. Similar ideas are also found for
electric complex hybrids (Kimura et al. 1999), Liu and
Peng (2006).
For the transportation modes, F2 and F3, the engine
speed is simply determined by the machine speed while
PM1 controls the accumulator power with the input
from the EMS. The mode shifting sequence between F1
and F2, however, is a more challenging control problem.
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A control principle is shown in Figure 9 where the transferred torque from PM2 is reduced by disengaging the
F1 clutch while engaging the F2 clutch.
With a reducing torque, the displacement of PM2
is also reduced. When F1 is completely released PM2
is speed controlled to standstill. The timing is crucial
since PM2 risks overspeeding if F1 is disengaged too
early and PM2 still operates with a high displacement.
When shifting down, PM2 must accelerate and synchronise the speed before engaging the clutch. This type of
reconnection of a hydraulic motor is studied and tested
in Sannelius et al. (1999) for a two-motor hydrostatic
transmission.

where i = 1 for positive output power and i = −1 for
returning power. The flow, Q, for each function is calculated according to Equation (2):

Q{steer, boom, bucket} = v{steer, boom, bucket} A{steer, boom, bucket}
(2)
Axles and wheels
The axles and wheels are modelled with a fixed gear ratio,
i0, a static rolling radius, rtire, and a constant efficiency,
ηaxle, according to Equations (3) and (4):

𝜔prop =

Simulation

Tprop =

This section describes the simulation of the proposed
hybrid concept and discusses the control strategy for
the complete system. The simulation is based on a quasi-static system model and backwards-facing calculations
from a prescribed operating cycle from real-world measurements. The main reason for using backwards-facing
simulation is to avoid the reference tracking control
problem and put focus on the high level control of the
SOC of the hydraulic accumulator. The potential of the
system architecture can then be examined in a simple
way without developing complex control algorithms.
Modelling
This section describes the component models from a
backwards-facing perspective. The models are kept simple, but with consideration to the main power losses to
be able to assess the complete system’s energy efficiency.
The parameters are specified in SI units if not stated
otherwise.
Work functions
The VDLAs are each modelled with an idealised variable
cylinder area and a prescribed constant efficiency, ηVDLA,
derived from simulations in previous studies (Heybroek
and Norlin 2015). This is a simplification that ignores
all the aspects of valve switching and pressure regulation associated with digitally controlled multi-chamber
cylinders. This is justified since the dynamics of these
aspects are of a much higher order than those of interest
on a complete machine level. The speed, v, and force,
F, of the linear actuators are given in the pre-recorded
operating cycle and the cylinder area, A, is therefore a
direct consequence of the current CPR pressure, pCPR,
and low side pressure, pLP, according to Equation (1):

F{steer, boom, bucket}
A{steer, boom, bucket} = (
) i
pCPR − pLP 𝜂VDLA

(1)

vwheel
rtire i0

(3)

Fwheel rtire i0

(4)

i
𝜂axle

where ωprop is the propeller shaft speed, Tprop is the propeller shaft torque and i = ±1 according to the above.
Driveline mechanics
The required torque acting on the sun gear is calculated
with Equation (5) for the power-split modes:

Tsun = i{F1, R1}

Tprop
i
𝜂tra
(1

(5)

− R)

where i{F1, R1} is the gear ratio of the spur gears for F1 and
R1 modes, R is the planetary gear ratio, ηtra is the transmission efficiency and i = ±1 according to the above.
The required speed and torque of PM2 is calculated with
Equations (6) and (7) for the power-split modes:

TPM2 = i{F1, R1} iPM2

𝜔PM2 =

1
iPM2

(𝜔

prop (1

Tprop

(6)

i
𝜂tra
(1∕R − 1)

− 1∕R)

i{F1, R1}

𝜔
+ ICE
R

)

(7)

where ωICE is the engine speed and iPM2 is the gear ratio
for PM2. The speed of PM1 is given by Equation (8):

𝜔PM1 = 𝜔ICE iPM1

(8)

Pumps/motors
The pumps/motors, PM1 and PM2, are modelled
with standard torque and flow relations according to
Equations (9) and (10):

TPM{1, 2} =

𝜀PM{1, 2} DPM{1, 2} (pCPR − pLP )
i
2𝜋𝜂hm,
PM{1, 2}

(9)

i
QPM{1, 2} = 𝜀PM{1, 2} DPM{1, 2} nPM{1, 2} 𝜂vol,
PM{1, 2} (10)
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where ε is the relative displacement, D is maximum displacement and i = ±1 for pump or motor operation. The
volumetric efficiency, ηvol, and the hydromechanical efficiency, ηhm, are modelled with polynomial expressions
with respect to pressure, speed and relative displacement
according to the method described in Mikeska (2002).
Engine
The engine fuel consumption, mfuel, is modelled with
a look-up map depending on engine torque and speed
according to Equation (11):

ṁ fuel = f (𝜔ICE , TICE )

(11)

The engine speed is given by Equation (12):

𝜔ICE =

∫ JICE

)
1 (
TICE − TPM1 iPM1 − Tsun dt

(12)

A maximum torque curve limits the requested engine
torque, TICE. The efficiency map of the engine and the
maximum torque curve are shown in the results section.
Energy storage
The high-pressure accumulator is modelled assuming a
completely adiabatic process for charging and discharging. A cycle efficiency factor is used in the model to
represent the losses of the accumulator. The accumulator capacitance is assumed to represent the complete
compressibility of the CPR. The accumulator pressure is
thus equal to the CPR pressure given by Equation (13):

pCPR =

p0 V0𝛾
V𝛾

(13)

where p0 is the accumulator precharge pressure, V0 is the
total accumulator volume and γ is the polytropic index.
The gas volume, V, is given by Equation (14):

V = V0 −

∫

i
Qacc 𝜂acc
dt

(14)

where Qacc is the flow to the accumulator, ηacc is the constant accumulator efficiency and i = ±1 for charging/
discharging of the accumulator. The flow to the accumulator is calculated according to Equation (15):

Qacc = QPM1 − QPM2 − Qsteer − Qboom − Qbucket (15)
The low pressure accumulator is assumed to be a constant pressure source to avoid additional system states.
This simplified model is justified since the energy content is relatively low compared to the high-pressure
accumulator.
Energy management strategy
Energy management strategies have been extensively
studied for on-road electric hybrid vehicles as well as
hydraulic hybrids for various on-road vehicles. Less
work, however, has been done for off-road vehicles and
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construction machines, in particular where multiple subsystems are hybridised. Typical wheel loader operation
is highly transient with quick accelerations and decelerations and frequent starts and stops. Recuperating and
releasing stored energy, from both work functions and
driveline, will consequently result in high power flows
to and from the energy storage. Another key aspect is
that the SOC of a hydraulic accumulator is coupled to
its working pressure, in contrast to an electric energy
storage where the voltage level is relatively constant.
This means that the transferable power of the system is
reduced when the accumulator is not fully charged. The
EMS must therefore also take into account the required
power output of the actuators and cannot be controlled solely to optimise fuel efficiency. In (Kumar and
Ivantysynova 2011) this issue is addressed and a strategy
is proposed based on a minimum pressure profile as a
function of vehicle speed to achieve sufficient performance and a high degree of braking energy recuperation.
In (Wang et al. 2016) some of the aspects of the design
of an EMS for off-road vehicles is also demonstrated.
A common methodology used in literature is to formulate a deterministic Dynamic Programming (DP)
algorithm to obtain the optimal EMS for a specific drive
cycle. The sequential nature of the optimisation algorithm is powerful for making optimal control decisions
in a discrete time series. Although it requires complete
knowledge of the drive cycle in advance, the resulting
strategy is not suitable for real-time implementation.
The results from such optimisation are instead commonly used as a comparison to a non-cycle-dependent
optimal control strategy, as in Liu and Peng (2006) and
Ayalew and Molla (2011) or simply to gain knowledge
about how to construct a rule-based EMS, as in Wu et
al. (2004), and Cheong et al. (2014). See Karbaschian
and Söffker (2014) for more details and a comprehensive
overview of methodologies for optimal control strategies for (hydraulic) hybrid vehicles. In this paper, DP is
used to understand the potential of the proposed system
architecture and to gain knowledge about the optimal
EMS and the power flows of the system.
Optimisation problem
From Equations (12) and (14) two time-dependent system
states are defined according to Equations (16) and (17):

x1 (t) =

𝜔ICE (t) − 𝜔ICE, min
𝜔ICE, max − 𝜔ICE, min

x2 (t) =

pCPR (t) − p0
pmax − p0

(16)

(17)

where pmax is the maximum accumulator pressure and
ωICE, min and ωICE, max are the minimum and maximum
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engine speeds. The control signals are defined according
to Equations (18) and (19):

TICE (t)
TICE, max

(18)

u2 (t) = 𝜀PM1 (t)

(19)

u1 (t) =

A positive relative displacement, εPM1, corresponds to
pumping mode where flow is supplied to the CPR and
a negative value corresponds to motoring mode where
flow is taken from the CPR. The optimisation problem is
mathematically formulated according to Equation (20):
tf

min ṁ fuel (u(t))dt
∫

(20)

0

subject to

ẋ = F(x(t), u(t), t)
0 ≤ x1 (t) ≤ 1
0 ≤ x2 (t) ≤ 1
0 ≤ u1 (t) ≤ 1
−1 ≤ u2 (t) ≤ 1

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

where k is the time index and N is the number of time
steps in the operating cycle. The system states are
updated each time step according to Eq. (30):

x k+1 = f (x k , uk , tk )

(30)

where the function f(xk, uk, tk) updates the states for each
time step according to Figure 10.
The flows from the VDLAs are given directly from
the operating cycle, according to Equations (1) and (2).
For a given engine speed and pressure the flow of PM2
is calculated with Equations (6), (7), (9) and (10). The
Table 1. Main simulation parameters.
Maximum engine power
Maximum engine speed
Minimum engine speed
Engine inertia
PM1 maximum displacement
PM2 maximum displacement
HP accumulator size
Maximum pressure
Low side pressure
Tyre radius
Planetary gear ratio
Gear ratio PM1
Gear ratio PM2
F1 speed gear ratio
R1 speed gear ratio
Axle ratio
Axle efficiency
Transmission efficiency
VDLA efficiency
Accumulator efficiency

Pice
ωice, max
ωice, min
JICE
DPM1
DPM2
V0
pmax
pLP
rtire
R
iPM1
iPM2
iF1
iR1
i0
η0
ηtra
ηVDLA
ηacc

90 kW
2200 rpm
600 rpm
2.0 kgm2
192 cm3/rev
205 cm3/rev
10 L
450 bar
30 bar
0.70 m
−1.9
1.0
−0.68
0.62
−0.74
0.047
0.92
0.96
0.85
0.95

(25)

x1 (0) = 0.5

(26)

x2 (0) = 0.5

(27)

x2 (tf ) > 0.5

(28)

where x is the system state vector, u is the control signal
vector and tf is the final time. The objective function is
discretised according to Equation (29):
tf

∫
0

ṁ fuel (u(t))dt =

N−1
∑
k=0

)
(
mFuel x k , uk , tk

(29)

Figure 11. Performance diagram of the proposed hybrid
concept at 70, 90 and 100% of the maximum system pressure.

Figure 10. Description of the complete system model and signals.
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flow of PM1 is calculated using Equations (8) and (10).
Finally the system pressure and SOC are updated using
Equations (13)–(15). Since the simulation is based on
backwards-facing simulation, the actuators are forced
to perform the prescribed operating cycle for a certain
set of states. The control level of the reference tracking problem, as described in for instance (Cheong et al.
2014) and (Li and Mensing 2010), is thereby removed.
Simulation parameters
The main simulation parameters for the hybrid concept
are shown in Table 1. Note that all parameters are not
shown in SI units to increase the quantity recognition.
The design is done to match the performance of a typical baseline machine of the same size. The hybrid concept is designed with a downsized engine corresponding
to around 70% of a baseline machine. The tractive force
of the vehicle is dependent on the CPR pressure and
consequently the SOC. The maximum displacements of
the pumps/motors are therefore sized to meet the tractive effort when operating at a pressure lower than the
maximum system pressure. Figure 11 shows the force/
speed diagram of the hybrid concept with respect to its
machine weight.
The reverse gear ratio, iR1, is sized to achieve 25 km/h
in reverse speed, which is assumed to be enough for the
reference machine. This results in a slightly lower reverse
tractive force at stall relative to the forward range. This
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is acceptable since traction is nonetheless limited by the
friction coefficient between the wheels and the ground.
The transportation modes, F2 and F3, are used to fulfil
the maximum required speed of the machine.
The simulated operating cycle is the well-known
‘short loading cycle’ typical of a production wheel
loader. Briefly explained, the wheel loader repetitively
approaches and fills the bucket from a gravel pile,
reverses and unloads the gravel into a load receiver. See
Filla (2009) for a description of the different phases and
an illustration of the short loading cycle.

Results
The simulation model described above is implemented
in a Matlab m-file and the EMS is optimised using the
Matlab script published in Sundström and Guzzella
(2009). The time step of the operating cycle is 0.2 s and
the length of the cycle is 26 s. Figure 12 shows the main
powers of the motion system and the relative displacements of PM1 and PM2.
The cycle is here divided into six phases describing
the main tasks of the wheel loader. In phases 1, 3 and
4 the driveline mainly operates in additive power flow
(see Figure 6), where PM2 supplies part of the tractive
power, which has a positive impact on the transmission
efficiency. In phase 2, the bucket filling operation, the
driveline operates with negative circulating power (see
Figure 4), where PM2 transfers power from the driveline

Figure 12. Simulation results of the DP algorithm for the short loading cycle.
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general in the high-efficiency region or at low power
output to minimise the power losses. The hybrid functionality decoupling engine and load allows the engine
to avoid high speeds with low efficiency completely.

Discussion

Figure 13. The optimal control of the CPR pressure for the
short loading cycle. The dark shaded areas show the infeasible
regions.

Figure 14. Bubble plot of the engine operating points for the
short loading cycle.

back to the CPR. As shown in the figure, some of the
recirculating power is used to supply the work functions
(Figure 4(a)) and PM1 consequently operates with negative displacements. In phase 3, braking power is used
directly to power the boom function without loading
the energy storage. In phase 6, the machine is decelerated and the boom is lowered at the same time. In
this phase, both subsystems supply a high amount of
returning energy that is not currently wanted by other
functions and therefore needs to be stored in the accumulator. Figure 13 shows the accumulator pressure
corresponding to the SOC of the energy storage for the
reference cycle.
The required driveline pressure is also shown where
PM2 is unable to produce the specified tractive force
of the operating cycle, according to Equation (9). The
required pressure for the work functions was in this simulation not a limiting factor for the EMS.
Figure 14 shows a bubble plot of the operating points
of the engine. The operating points of the engine are in

The driveline configuration of the hybrid concept has the
advantages of power-split technology in terms of high
efficiency and wide range torque/speed ratio compared
to pure series hybrid architectures. Additionally, the circulating power is here shown to be an advantage for the
complete motion system, since the work functions are
powered directly from PM2. This increases the efficiency
of the driveline and may allow for a downsizing of the
total installed hydraulic displacement when comparing
to a concept with separated subsystems. This situation is
expected to occur frequently for a wheel loader, since the
work functions are commonly used during low-speed
operation. Additional power-split modes could increase
the transmission efficiency further. However, the rather
simple gear configuration of the proposed concept is
sufficient for a medium-size wheel loader.
The direct connection through the CPR of all machine
actuators enables easy energy recuperation between the
functions. A typical short loading cycle includes several
phases where energy is returned from one function while
another outputs power. The EMS optimisation gives an
ideally controlled system pressure level with respect to
the simulated operating cycle. In general, the pressure
is controlled to be kept as low as possible to increase the
efficiency of the components, i.e. to work with as high
displacements as possible. The transient behaviour of
the wheel loader, however, causes sudden increases in
the required pressure level that have to be handled by
the EMS. Due to the high capacitance of the hydraulic
circuit, the pressure has to be built up well in advance of
the peaks. In reality, this would be difficult to accomplish
without a predictive control algorithm to avoid compromising the machine performance. One possible way of
implementation is to size the components to allow for
a pressure window in which the motion system meets
the maximum performance requirements. That pressure
range can then be used by the EMS in a free manner to
optimise the fuel efficiency. With this freedom the EMS
could be based on the potential and kinetic energy stored
in the machine body, e.g. keep a low SOC when travelling at high speed or having the bucket in a high position
to make room for the energy recuperation.
As understood, the design of a hydraulic hybrid system with directly connected energy storage is challenging since the EMS directly affects the transferable power
of the motion system. For an optimal concept design the
energy management must be treated in parallel to the
sizing of components, in particular for heavy machines
with transient behaviour.
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Conclusions
The proposed hybrid concept is one step towards an
efficient hybrid motion system for mobile working
machines with several power consumers. The simulation and control optimisation of the system demonstrate the advantages of using a common secondary
controlled hydraulic circuit for the propulsion and work
functions of a wheel loader. The use of a power-split
gear configuration in the driveline renders additional
advantages in terms of high efficiency and handling
of circulating power. The input-coupled power-split
configuration is shown to be of particular advantage
when it comes to circulating power at low speeds. A
different driveline concept, such as output-coupled
power-split, could be useful to adapt the performance
to another machine size or to improve fuel efficiency
further. Other types of secondary controlled systems,
such as transformer-based systems, can also be considered for the work functions. The simplified models for
the VDLAs are the main limitations for a full energetic
assessment of the concept. More detailed simulation
and the development of an online EMS are, however,
subjects for future work.
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